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meamng and involves a key. In general,
cryptography can be divided into two categories,
namely the substitution cipher and the transposition
cipher. The substitution cipher can be categorized
into two. That is the cipher by coding (replacing
words) and by ciphering (replacing letters). The
earliest known transposition cipher can be traced to
the device known as the scytale. The scytale is a
device that transposes whole sentences. Figure I
below is a pictorial representation of a scytale.
Abstract
In this paper we will first discuss cryptography
from a historical point of view in order to
understand the motivation behind tbis science. We
will discuss the earliest form of cryptography
before fast forwarding to the current modem fonus
of cryptography.
We will then mention issues surrounding current
modem cryptographic methods before introducing
chaos based cryptography. The relationship
between chaos and cryptography makes it natural
to employ chaotic systems to design new
cryptosystems. It is based on the facts that chaotic
signals are usually noise-like and chaotic systems
are very sensitive to initial conditions. Their
sensitivity to initial conditions and their spreading
out of trajectories over the whole interval seems to
be a model that satisfies tbe classic Shannon
requirements of confusion and diffusion [1].
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From 1989 onwards, many different chaotic
encryption systems have been proposed. The most
celebrated chaotic cryptosystem is based on tbe
ergodicity property of chaotic maps [2] and bas
received more and more attentions in the past
literature [3-17]. Introduced by Baptista in 1998, it
is able to produce different ciphers for the same
plaintext.
It was cracked by Alvarez in 2003 via the one-time
pad attack. In 2008, M.R.K.Ariffin and
M.S.M.Noorani [22] engaged the attack and
devised a counter measure against it.
Introduction
Cryptography which is the science of scrambling
messages has its roots since ancient ti meso
Differing from the method of steganography (the
science of hiding information- does not involve a
key), cryptography does not hide messages.
c.yptography changes the message to hide the
Figure I: The Scytale
The above device was widely used during the
military campaign by the Spartan against the
Greeks. A piece of paper would be wrapped on a
cylindrical object (eg: a stick) and a message would
be written on it. When loosen from the cylinder, the
message would appear to be scrambled.
In principle the security of a transposition cipher
would depend on the length of the sentence. For
example there are 3! possible ways to rearrange the
letters BUS. And to rearrange tbe sentence "For
example consider (his short sentence" there are
1.0333148 x 1040 possible ways. At a glance this
would provide vel)' high security. We will see later
that this is not the case.
The earliest known substitution cipher can be
traced back to Julius Ceaser. This method which is
now known as the Ceaser's cipher is an ingenious
method which substitutes each letter in the alphabet
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